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Melanie Authier at Georgia Scherman Projects 
Until Dec. 22, 133 Tecumseth St., Toronto; www.georgiascherman.com 

Melanie Authier’s large acrylics on canvas – cascades of thin washes of nursery-room 
colour blended into and across large, intricate whirls of succulent overpainting – are 
just the fuzzy comforter for you. That is, if you like your comforts to be both mental 
and sensual.  

 
Melanie Authier’s “Dead Letter Emblem” (2010, 60 x 50 inches, acrylic on canvas). 

 Image courtesy of Georgia Scherman Projects, Inc. Toronto, Canada. 

Authier’s work arrives at a time when many young painters are becoming fascinated 
by the materiality (i.e. the look and feel, the very substance) of paint. These trends 
run in cycles, and a “new materiality” has been long overdue. Raised on decades of 
obscuring art theory and dry conceptualism, the new materialists just want to make 
their mark. This is not to say that Authier or her generation’s work lacks rigour – 
rather, that the works place visual pleasure and conceptuality on the same level.  

To wit, Authier’s new paintings reference (and contort) 1970s geometric minimalism, 
while simultaneously exploring classic Expressionist gestures, such as lurid colouring, 
distorted figuration and watery effects. I’m sure there are about 19 other academic  
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exercises going on in each painting as well, but Authier is not an overtly academic 
painter. Her work is simply too much fun.  

Where else can you see transparent curls of paint sliding over polygonal portals, clouds 
in PEI-mud red and chocolate black interrupted by tilting diagonal lines of cobalt and 
ribbons of canary yellow, feathering and flurries vs. slappy squiggles and goo, jewel 
tones ensnarled with earthy, opaque neutrals?  

Angularity and fluidity appear to be in constant battle in Authier’s works – in battle, or 
in love. Subsequently, her paintings tend to climax in the centre, where all the various 
threads, weighted shapes, and currents of colour meld and are charged upward like 
un-tethered fabrics caught in a twister.  

The title of Authier’s show is The Ribbon and the Lightning Rod. I suggest a 
subtitle: And the Wet Hair and the Storm.  

 
 
 
 
 


